LATHAM VIDEO GUIDE
A QUICK REFERENCE:

THE HEALING HUMAN-ANIMAL BOND

• BARC If You Need Help
• Best Dog Ever!
• El Mejor Perro (En Español)
• Faith & Hope on a Farm
• Green Chimneys, Blue Skies

ANIMAL-ASSISTED ACTIVITIES

• Ability, Not Disability
• Dolphin Swim
• Hi Ya, Beautiful-Prison Program
• Garden Therapy
• Institution Without Walls
• It’s a Very Special Privilege
• Jenni’s Journal-Therapy Dog
• Just a Little Hope
• Kerry-Therapeutic riding
• Living with HIV and Pets
• Mona’s Ark
• PACT-People & Animals
• Pet-Facilitated Therapy
• Phenomenon of the Bond
• Prison Pet Partnership-1981
• Wild Horses, Gentled Inmates

HUMAN-ANIMAL INTERACTIONS

• Animal Control
• Breaking The Cycles-The LINK
• Caring Careers
• Dog Defense
• Pit Bull Paradox
• Canine Companions for Ind.
• Canine Good Citizen
• Cat Tale
• Dog Bite Prevention
• Guide Dogs
• Hondo (Police Dog)
• How to Raise a Puppy
• Police Horses
• Reaching Out-Spay/Neuter
• To Care is to Love
• Your Humane Society

NATURE & SCIENCE VIDEOS K-12

• Aquarium
• Big Bad Wolf, Big Bad Lie
• Dairy Farm
• Dinosaurs
• Doing a Good Job (Disabilities)
• EE-MEE-TAH-Native dog fable
• Hannah Boys Center
• Honey Bees
• Navy Dolphins
• Horses, Horses
• Our Friend the Veterinarian
• Our Living Heritage
• Reptiles and Amphibians
• So Little Time
• Strange & Unusual Animals
• The Last Days of the Dolphins
• The Seals
• Training Your Dog
• Turtle Scare
• Voice of the Forest
• We Called Them Brother
• What is a Cat?

BROTHER BUZZ TV PROGRAMS

• Brother Buzz - History
• A Calf Named Suzy
• Billy (Learning Differences)
• Challenges (Differences)
• Dogs That Fly
• Girl Scouts
• Junior Museum
• Mr. Dandyweather-Pet Owner
• Myra’s Guide Dog
• Professor Pussyfoot-Showbiz
• Questions About Animals
• Strange Animals
• The Emperor & Nightingale
• The Family Chooses a Pet
• Togar the Lion
• Waterbirds
• Working Dog
• And many more!

For our complete Video Library please go to Vimeo: vimeo.com/lathamfoundation or Latham website: latham.org/publications-resources/videos/

All videos in the Latham Video Library are copyrighted by The Latham Foundation.
HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/LATHAMFOUNDATION/PORTFOLIOS

THE LATHAM FOUNDATION
PROMOTING HUMANE EDUCATION SINCE 1918
At Green Chimneys School animals have been helping kids succeed academically, socially, and emotionally for more than 65 years. In turn, kids have been helping rescued animals. This film shows animal-assisted activities and is a comprehensive and detailed look at Green Chimneys' philosophy and methods. (38 minutes) ©2014

Extra Tags: Green Chimneys, farm animals, wildlife, gentle touch, garden therapy, child protection, child abuse

In-depth visits to prison dog programs that Sister Pauline initiated at the Washington Corrections Center for Women and the Men’s Colony in California.

Inmates, dog trainers, wardens, guards, volunteers, and veterans describe in moving detail how these programs have changed their lives for the better. (21 mins., Extended version 50 minutes) ©2018

Extra Tags: PTSD, bond-based training, criminal justice, prison pet program, Sister Pauline, women’s & men’s prison inmates, veterans, military, addiction, drugs, redemption, service dogs, California Colony, Washington Corrections

Rescued horses in two very different programs help troubled youth learn respect, responsibility, empathy and compassion. Zuma’s Rescue Ranch and Reaching Hands Ranch benefit children and horses in need of a second chance. (24 minutes) ©2016

Extra Tags: horse, teens, at-risk kids, childhood behavior, equine therapy, equines, boundaries, at-risk children, interpersonal violence, juvenile justice

Forget Me Not Farm is a haven where at-risk children and animals bond and heal to break the cycle of abuse. Children learn gentle touch and respect for both other humans and animals through animal-assisted and horticultural activities. (14 minutes) ©2012

Extra Tags: child abuse, Forget Me Not Farm, horticultural activities, garden therapy, gentle touch, farm animals, child protection, Sonoma Humane


Extra Tags: animal shelters, animal welfare, heal, humane education, kind deeds, George Gerdes
ABILITY, NOT DISABILITY
Cheff Center for the Handicapped is where people with physical and mental challenges ride horses in a highly effective form of pet-facilitated therapy that provides exercise, improves coordination, and builds self esteem. Includes the Center’s highly-respected certification program for therapeutic riding instructors. “Ability, Not Disability” received the California Governor’s Committee for Employment of the Handicapped Outstanding Informational Film Award. (21 minutes) ©1977

Extra Tags: HCAB, therapeutic horseback riding, coordination, physically and mentally challenged, handicapped, Cheff Center, self esteem, physical education, special education, Battle Creek, MI

DOLPHIN SWIM
Explores the interactions that develop between humans and bottle-nose dolphins at Dolphins Plus in the Florida Keys - first in a program for autistic children, then in a weekend workshop for adults. (22 minutes)

Extra Tags: autism, dolphins, Florida Keys

GARDEN THERAPY
Describes an innovative project at Sonoma County Humane Society in which volunteer master gardeners work with at-risk children, helping them discover the joys of nurturing and experience success through gardening and animal care. (15 minutes)

Extra Tags: Forget Me Not Farm, gentle touch, animal welfare, horticultural activities, garden therapy, child or animal abuse, family violence, child protection, Sonoma Humane

Hi Ya, Beautiful
Since 1975, selected patients at Oakwood Forensic Center (formerly Lima State Hospital for the Criminally Insane) have been given small animals to care for, talk to, and love. Patients who proved willing to take responsibility for pets candidly discuss the effects of the program which, at minimal cost, promotes convalescence and rehabilitation, combats loneliness and boredom, and fosters compassion, cooperation, and companionship. (20 minutes)

Extra Tags: HCAB, therapeutic horseback riding, coordination, physically and mentally challenged, handicapped, Cheff Center, self esteem, physical education, special education, Battle Creek, MI

INSTITUTION WITHOUT WALLS
Visits Bethel, a very unique ‘community’ in Germany with more than 9,000 residents, many severely mentally or physically challenged. Dogs, cats, horses, birds, and other animals have played an important role in rehabilitating patients at Bethel for more than 100 years. (20 minutes)

Extra Tags: Bethel, Germany, mentally or physically challenged, dogs, cats, horses, birds, coma, pets, patients

JENNIFER'S JOURNAL
Video essay of a therapy animal
Jenni Dunn was a therapy dog, from her first days of training, testing, and qualifying as a therapy dog, through the day she was part of a woman’s miraculous recovery from a coma, Jenni brought joy, hope, and love to countless hospital patients. She chronicled her adventures in a diary, which has been excerpted in past issues of the Latham Letter. (15 minutes)

Extra Tags: therapy dog, coma, hospital patients, Latham Letter, animal welfare

JUST A LITTLE HOPE
A man who suffered suicidal depression after surviving kidney failure, two unsuccessful kidney transplants, and three heart attacks, narrates this personal account of how a psychiatrist-prescribed dog dramatically changed his life. (22 minutes)

Extra Tags: suicide, depression, kidney, psychiatrist
**Kerry** - The benefits of recreational and therapeutic horseback riding
Hosted by Betty White. The story of Kerry Knaus-Hardy who was born with a serious neurological disability. She overcame almost insurmountable difficulties to help other people with physical handicaps enjoy riding. Her program HORSES includes weekly horseback rides and summer trail rides and camping trips. (26 minutes) ©1996
Extra Tags: Betty White, Kerry Knaus-Hardy, neurological, disability, physically challenged, horse, equine therapy

**Mona’s Ark**
*Animal-Assisted Therapy in practice.*
An Occupational Therapy program delivered through Rehab Services of Roanoke, Virginia, which serves children with autism, hearing impairments, and physical challenges. Attention to administrative and veterinary concerns, and its wide variety of animals, including llamas. (27 minutes)
Extra Tags: therapy dog, llama, emotional challenges, hospital patients, autism, hearing impairments, physical challenges, Roanoke, Virginia, rehab, animal welfare

**Living with HIV and Pets**
Portrays the importance of companion animals in AIDS/HIV-compromised households. It features “Pets are Wonderful Support” (PAWS), a San Francisco organization that provides information and direct services to clients with pets in HIV households. (26 minutes) ©1994
Extra Tags: HIV, pets, companion animals, AIDS, PAWS

**PACT-People & Animals Coming Together**
A program begun by Dr. Dan Lago where elderly people and companion animals are paired with volunteers who make home visits to help alleviate loneliness. (24 minutes)
Extra Tags: inmates, prisoners, dogs, corrections, adoption, animal welfare, behavior, hope, heal

**Pet-Facilitated Therapy**
This update of “Hi Ya, Beautiful” focuses on a former patient at Lima State Hospital who participated in their pet-assisted therapy program. This video recounts his life and attitudes since release. (24 minutes)
Extra Tags: Lima State Hospital, institutionalized, empathy, inmates, prisoners, dogs, corrections, adoption, animal welfare, behavior, hope, heal

**Phenomenon of the Human-Companion Animal Bond**
The emerging phenomenon of the HCAB explores with highlights from the Latham films, “Just a Little Hope,” “Ability, Not Disability,” and “Hi Ya, Beautiful.” It expresses the many beneficial aspects of the human-companion animal bond. (25 minutes)
Extra Tags: Lima State Hospital for the Criminally Insane, inmates, prisoners, dogs, corrections, adoption, animal welfare, behavior, hope, heal

**Prison Pet Partnership**
Describes a program at Washington State’s Purdy Women’s Prison in which dogs from humane societies are obedience trained by the inmates and placed in loving homes. (22 minutes) ©1981
Extra Tags: inmates, prisoners, dogs, corrections, adoption, animal welfare, behavior, hope, heal, Washington, women

**Wild Horses, Gентled Inmates**
A now somewhat controversial program in which prisoners “gentle” wild Mustangs. In a program developed in cooperation with the US Bureau of Land Management, prisoners at California and Colorado correctional facilities gentle wild mustangs and make them more desirable and available for adoption. (22 minutes)
Extra Tags: inmates, prisoners, horses, corrections, wild mustangs, adoption, animal welfare, behavior, rehabilitation, hope, heal, US Bureau of Land, California, Colorado
HUMAN-ANIMAL INTERACTIONS

Animal Control

Who needs animal control? The simple answer is WE ALL DO. This film was produced in cooperation with the National Animal Control Association (NACA). It illustrates the many valuable services that animal control officers provide their communities whether large or small, urban or rural. (25 minutes)

Extra Tags: animal control officers, humane societies, shelters, spay/neuter, public health and safety, responsible pet ownership

Breaking The Cycles of Violence

“When animals are abused, people are at risk; when people are abused, animals are at risk.” This video looks at ‘The LINK’ between animal abuse and other forms of violence. It helps child protection, human service, domestic violence, and animal welfare professionals identify, report, investigate, and treat interrelated forms of abuse. The video is a sensitive portrayal featuring a cross-disciplinary team of experts designed to train agency personnel, cross-train other agencies, sensitize community groups, and build coalitions. Music by George Gerdes. For more help: NationalLinkCoalition.org. (22 minutes) ©2004

Extra Tags: The LINK, cycle of violence, Phil Arkow, National Link Coalition, domestic violence, spousal abuse, child protection, community awareness, responsible pet ownership, humane society, companion animal, investigate, build coalitions

Canine Companions for Independence

CCI is a nonprofit organization that trains “signal dogs” for the hearing impaired, “service dogs” for the physically challenged, and “social dogs” for hospital visits. These highly trained dogs aid people with special needs, making them more independent, helping them enter the mainstream of society, and bringing them warmth and companionship.

Extra Tags: signal dogs, hearing impaired, service dogs, physically challenged, hospital visits, psychology, vocational rehabilitation, occupational therapy, human/animal bond, canine good citizen certification, American Kennel Club

Dog Bite Prevention

Prevention through understanding is the focus of this video. It explains how to recognize and handle dangerous dogs and how not to become a statistic. Highly skilled dog trainers demonstrate what to do if threatened by an aggressive dog.

“Dog Bite Prevention” is recommended viewing for postal workers, delivery people, utility employees, sales people, and anyone who has to make home visits. The video is also important for dog owners, since most unreported dog bites occur within the home to dog owners and their families. (Latham has released a newer film on this subject in 2006. See Dog Defense.) (16 minutes) ©1992

Extra Tags: dog bite prevention, mail carriers, meter readers, home visits, pets, dog fighting, dog attack, animal behaviorist, animal abuse, animal cruelty

Caring Careers

Making a Living, Making a Difference

Winner of two 32nd Annual Telly Awards, Caring Careers focuses on several animal-oriented professions that require less formal training than that needed to become a veterinarian. You’ll meet a dog groomer, a dog walker and pet sitter, an equine massage therapist, a reptile and amphibian specialist, an up-and-coming horse trainer, and several veterinary technicians. Each gives you a behind-the-scenes glimpse into their world as they candidly discuss how they got started, the joys and challenges they encounter, and the rewards they experience in their chosen caring career.

Today it’s more possible than ever before to make a living while showing one’s respect and love for animals. Music generously donated by David Byrne. (21 minutes) ©2010

Extra Tags: career counseling, high school, teenagers, pet care, reptile, veterinary technician, horse trainer, equine massage, dog groomer, David Byrne, Telly Awards

Canine Good Citizen

This video shows dog owners what the training and evaluation for canine good citizen certification consists of. According to the American Kennel Club guidelines, the following questions should be taken into account: 1) Is this the kind of dog you would like to own? 2) Would it be safe with children? 3) Would you welcome it as a neighbor? 4) Is it the kind of dog that makes its owner happy and does not make someone else unhappy? Most importantly, the Canine Good Citizen program stresses responsibility on both ends of the leash. Presented the Maxwell Award in 1994 and named Best Video by the Dog Writers of America. (15 minutes) ©1993

Extra Tags: responsible pet ownership, canine good citizen certification, American Kennel Club

Cat Tale

Betty White introduces this film about cats and their special needs. A wonderful story about a cat and a boy finding out what responsible pet ownership is and how to care for cats. (18 minutes) ©1972

Extra Tags: Betty White, cat, feline, myths, responsible pet ownership
**Dog Defense**
*Avoiding On-the-Job Dog Bites*
Features mail carriers and meter readers in real-world situations. It is designed for anyone whose job includes regular or occasional home visits. "Dog Defense" emphasizes techniques for avoiding bites but it also shows how to best protect oneself if an attack is inevitable. It is based on the most current advice from dog bite prevention experts and animal behaviorists. (21 minutes)
©2006
Extra Tags: The LINK, dog bite prevention, protect, mail carriers, meter readers, home visits, pets, dog fighting, dog attack, animal behaviorist

**Guide Dogs**
Follows the training of a guide dog from puppy-hood to the day it is paired in a close and enduring relationship with a sightless person. (24 minutes)
Extra Tags: guide dogs, human-animal bond

**How to Raise a Puppy and Live Happily Ever After**
Told in live action and animation, this film focuses on the care and training of a new puppy. It stresses the pet owner’s responsibilities.
Extra Tags: dogs, puppy, training, pet owner, guardian, responsibility, animal behavior, human-animal bond

**Pit Bull Paradox**
Examines adopting pit bulls. For many years pit bulls were loved family companions. Recent press reports contend they are vicious. How do we resolve this paradox? This film puts the breed in perspective and encourages understanding and appreciation. It also discusses important things that anyone considering adopting a pit bull should take into account. It emphasizes owner responsibility. (30 minutes) ©2008
Extra Tags: pit bull, adopt, pet care, The LINK, dog bite prevention, pets, dog fighting, dog attack, working dogs, search & rescue, family violence, BSL, Sue Sternberg

**Police Horses**
Training horses for mounted police work including examples of horse and rider teams in traffic control and/or security patrol. (20 minutes)
Extra Tags: police, horse, mounted police, security patrol

**To Care is to Love**
The care and training of horses, riding principles, and the rewards and responsibilities of horse ownership. (20 minutes)
Extra Tags: training horses, riding principles, responsibilities, horse ownership, human-animal bond

**Reaching Out**
*The Spay Neuter Challenge*
Using examples on the Crow and Northern Cheyenne Indian Nations and the Montana Spay Neuter Task Force, we demonstrate successful strategies for overcoming resistance and communicating the benefits of spaying and neutering domestic animals. It’s a slice of life that you might otherwise not see, and it respectfully illustrates what works. “The Music of the Grand Canyon” donated by Nicholas Gunn. (20 minutes) ©2005
Extra Tags: Jean Atthowe, Montana Spay/Neuter Task Force. Reaching Out, Spay/Neuter Challenge, S.P.O.T. (Stop Pet Overpopulation Today), crow, Cheyenne, Blackfoot, Native American, Montana, spay neuter, homeless, euthanasia, feral, companion animal, rural, pet overpopulation, dog bite, pet care

**Your Humane Society**
Filmed at various locations, this video describes the many difficult and valuable public services that humane societies provide such as sheltering, spaying and neutering, humane education, public health and safety, and much more. The vivid and moving video is designed for community organizations, policy makers, staff, volunteers, and contributors. Its purpose is to improve understanding between humane societies and their communities. (15 minutes)
Extra Tags: humane societies, shelters, spay/neuter, public health and safety, responsible pet ownership, human-animal bond, animal welfare

**Hondo**
This video describes the life and duties of a police dog and examines the relationship between the dog and the police officer who is his owner and partner. (22 minutes)

**To Care is to Love**
The care and training of horses, riding principles, and the rewards and responsibilities of horse ownership. (20 minutes)
Extra Tags: training horses, riding principles, responsibilities, horse ownership, human-animal bond
OUR LIVING HERITAGE
Latham’s broadcast of a National Park Service film teaching the importance of our shared parks and honoring their use, their history, and the many benefits they offer the public.
Extra Tags: environmental studies, social studies

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Examines the five major reptile groups in detailed close-ups.
Extra Tags: environmental studies

WHAT IS A CAT?
Traces the history of the domestic cat.

WE CALLED THEM BROTHER
The zoo’s role in preserving species.
Extra Tags: environmental studies, social studies

WORKING WITH ANIMALS & ANIMALS THAT WORK
A fascinating study of seals with emphasis on the natural history of the California sea lion and the elephant seal.
Extra Tags: environmental studies

SO LITTLE TIME
A look at migratory birds and their rapidly vanishing habitat--the marshlands.
Extra Tags: responsible citizenship, environmental studies

STRANGE AND UNUSUAL ANIMALS
Shows how bats, chameleons, armadillos, aardvarks, duck-billed platypuses, and other strange animals adapt to their environment.
Extra Tags: bat, chameleon, armadillo, aardvark, duck-billed platypus, environmental studies

HONEY BEES
Pollination and honey production, beekeeping, and a fascinating look at the colony.
Extra Tags: Farm Animals, cows, milk

NAVY DOLPHINS
The U.S. Navy dolphin research & training center where they study communication.

THE LAST DAYS OF THE DOLPHINS
Dolphins studies in the wild and in captivity, and the problems they face.
Extra Tags: environmental studies

DOING A GOOD JOB
Elizabeth Hospital Rehab program where children with multiple disabilities learn helpful life skills.
Extra Tags: autism, children with disabilities, psychology, special education, Elizabeth Hospital, rehab

HANNAH BOYS CENTER
The story about Hanna Boys Center, a unique boys home that provides education and job training for homeless boys.

CARING FOR ANIMALS & ANIMAL-ASSISTED ACTIVITIES
EE-MEE-TAH
A DOG OF THE BLACKFEET
A story about a young Blackfoot girl and her dog. A message about the importance of spaying or neutering our pets.
Extra Tags: spay, neuter, Blackfeet, native American, pets, dog, myths, animal welfare

Our Friend the Veterinarian
A close-up look at veterinarians and their various duties.

Swiss Adventure
Switzerland farm life, village life, Swiss customs. Visits Pestalozzi Village where parentless children are cared for.

Swiss Rescue Dogs
Visits a dog kennel in Switzerland where St. Bernard dogs are trained for rescues.
Extra Tags: dog training, animal welfare

Training Your Dog
Visits a dog obedience class and shows the value of dog and “people training” for owners.
Extra Tags: dog training, animal welfare

Doing a Good Job
Elizabeth Hospital Rehab program where children with multiple disabilities learn helpful life skills.
Extra Tags: autism, children with disabilities, psychology, special education, Elizabeth Hospital, rehab

Hannah Boys Center
The story about Hanna Boys Center, a unique boys home that provides education and job training for homeless boys.

Caring for Animals & Animal-Assisted Activities

EE-MEE-TAH
A DOG OF THE BLACKFEET
A story about a young Blackfoot girl and her dog. A message about the importance of spaying or neutering our pets.
Extra Tags: spay, neuter, Blackfeet, native American, pets, dog, myths, animal welfare

Our Friend the Veterinarian
A close-up look at veterinarians and their various duties.

Swiss Adventure
Switzerland farm life, village life, Swiss customs. Visits Pestalozzi Village where parentless children are cared for.

Swiss Rescue Dogs
Visits a dog kennel in Switzerland where St. Bernard dogs are trained for rescues.
Extra Tags: dog training, animal welfare

Training Your Dog
Visits a dog obedience class and shows the value of dog and “people training” for owners.
Extra Tags: dog training, animal welfare

Doing a Good Job
Elizabeth Hospital Rehab program where children with multiple disabilities learn helpful life skills.
Extra Tags: autism, children with disabilities, psychology, special education, Elizabeth Hospital, rehab

Hannah Boys Center
The story about Hanna Boys Center, a unique boys home that provides education and job training for homeless boys.

Caring for Animals & Animal-Assisted Activities

EE-MEE-TAH
A DOG OF THE BLACKFEET
A story about a young Blackfoot girl and her dog. A message about the importance of spaying or neutering our pets.
Extra Tags: spay, neuter, Blackfeet, native American, pets, dog, myths, animal welfare

Our Friend the Veterinarian
A close-up look at veterinarians and their various duties.

Swiss Adventure
Switzerland farm life, village life, Swiss customs. Visits Pestalozzi Village where parentless children are cared for.

Swiss Rescue Dogs
Visits a dog kennel in Switzerland where St. Bernard dogs are trained for rescues.
Extra Tags: dog training, animal welfare

Training Your Dog
Visits a dog obedience class and shows the value of dog and “people training” for owners.
Extra Tags: dog training, animal welfare

Doing a Good Job
Elizabeth Hospital Rehab program where children with multiple disabilities learn helpful life skills.
Extra Tags: autism, children with disabilities, psychology, special education, Elizabeth Hospital, rehab

Hannah Boys Center
The story about Hanna Boys Center, a unique boys home that provides education and job training for homeless boys.
The Evolution of a Kind Bee
Brother Buzz has been the spokesperson for The Latham Foundation for over 80 years. With great charm, he has helped us spread our message of kindness to all. Brother Buzz began as a character in our children's stories in the late 1930s, had his own radio program a decade later, and in 1952 became a TV star as a marionette operated by Ralph Chessé. "The Wonderful World of Brother Buzz" was on the air until 1969. ©2008

BROTHER BUZZ TELEVISION SERIES

A Lost Friend - SPCA
How to find a lost dog. First, call the SPCA and take a look at how local SPCA's work. Two young children find their lost cat Yogi with the help of their local SPCA. The children get to see how they care for them.

All the Kings Horses-Grand National
Brother Buzz takes his friends to The Grand National Livestock exposition at the Cow Palace in San Francisco. Featured are animals that live on farms and ranches.

Animal’s Christmas
Summer camp with the Boys Choir. They do all the regular camp activities in addition to practicing Christmas Carols. The boys put on a Christmas puppet show.

Animals in Hollywood
Animal trainers show Pat McCormick and his son how they train animals for movies. Animals include chimpanzees, the horse from Mr. Ed, and dogs. They visit Africa USA’s exotic animals and discuss safety as well.

Aquarium
Come along with Brother Buzz and Buzy to Steinhart Aquarium in San Francisco, a modern hotel for fish - to see underwater creatures in glass tanks filled with seawater.

Army Kid
Young Patrick visits the Old Guard Calvary horses. He learns what they do for the military and how they are cared for.

Ask Any Kid
Hidden camera fun when Brother Buzz & Pat McCormick present Mr. Ruggles who asks 7 year old boys & girls about animals.

Bee's and Buzz
In B&W, a trip to UC Davis and inside a colony of Honey bees and Apiculture.

Billy
Compassion for kids with differences, including learning disabilities.

A Calf Named Suzy
Buzz over to a dairy farm and meet Suzy the calf. Learn how cows are cared for and how milk is produced for humans.

Challenges
The story of a 14-year-old boy who looks nine but becomes the star of a baseball team. Lesson - don’t pre-judge on the basis of race, religion or size.

Dinosaurs
A young boy Brad researches dinosaurs and informs Pat all about them. Toys and illustrations show stegosaurus and other dinosaurs.

Dogs That Fly
Brother Buzz at an airport introduces how to transport animals long distance safely.

Down On The Farm
Brother Buzz takes us to a farm to learn about the care of farm animals.

Fish in Showbiz
Footage from Marine World shows the animals being checked and cared for by staff. Tropical fish are also shown.

Forest Fires
Explores how careless campfires and other hazards can cause devastation. Smokey the Bear makes a cameo appearance as well.

Girl Scouts
Brother Buzz introduces the story of two Girl Scouts who work towards a Pet Care Merit Badge. They learn about responsible pet ownership and adopt from a shelter.

Extra Tags: Girl Scouts, Pet Care Merit Badge, adopt, kitten, animal shelter

BROTHER BUZZ TELEVISION SERIES
It Isn’t So
Pat tells Brother Buzz and Buzy Bee stories about animals that just aren’t true. Brother Buzz talks about kindness.

John Muir
One of our first conservationists, John Muir, respected animals, the earth, and Yosemite. He climbed mountains and roamed nature with his dog Stickeen.

Junior Museum
Brother Buzz and marionette friends go to the Louise A. Boyd Natural Science Museum to see interesting tame animals.

Lost
A young boy takes a bus in San Francisco to visit his Grandmother, but he gets lost. He wanders through the city and comes across some boys who are trying to hurt a dog, but our hero stops them by showing kindness and petting the dog.

Man In The Sea
The Navy’s film about SeaLab II and the exploration of how long man can live in a submarine. The Navy also has uploaded it: https://youtu.be/0T25pUXXKRw

Mr. Dandyweather
The importance of pet responsibility is featured in an unusual way. Starring actor Jeffrey Tambor.

Extra Tags: Jeffrey Tambor, exotic animals

Mr. Rabbits Egg
What came first—the chicken or the egg? It’s a cartoon fable about a chicken that laid eggs for children for Easter. Live-action footage shows how eggs are produced for market is shown.

Myra’s Guide Dog
The special relationship between a service animal and their owners. How a guide dog changes a young blind woman’s life.

Extra Tags: working dogs, assistance dogs

Realm of Reptiles
The beauty and skills of different frogs, snakes, iguanas, etc. are examined.

Showbiz
Pat takes us behind the scenes in Hollywood to the 4 legged actors. Animal welfare on movie sets is looked after by the American Humane Association. Animals respond to kindness and safety in training. Includes “Tramp” from the TV show “My Three Sons”. In B&W.

Summer Camp
The Animal Rescue League of Boston summer camp for kids. They learn horsemanship, dog training, build birdhouses, and learn about taxidermy.

Swiss #1
Pat and his son Patrick, travel to Switzerland to learn about life there, visit the zoo, and a Swiss family. This is part of a series of episodes from Switzerland.

Swiss #2
Part 2 of the Swiss Adventure takes Pat & Pat Jr. to Pestalozzi Village where children from all over the world come to learn.

Tail Waggers
Pat and Brother Buzz explore the ancient history of different breeds of dogs like Basset Hounds and Great Danes. Kindness and proper dog care are discussed.

Tidepools
Brother Buzz looks at tidepools. A live-action segment of a boy and his dog learn about tidepools.

The Family Chooses a Pet
A trip to an animal shelter to adopt a pet.

The Emperor & The Nightingale
This unique episode tells the classic tale of the Emperor and The Nightingale.

Togar the Lion
The adventures of a real, live Lion! Controversial today because a circus performer shows his day-to-day life with a growing lion at his home.

Extra Tags: lion, cat, wild animals

Waterbirds
Brother Buzz and friends visit sea birds and other water-based avians.

Extra Tags: Lake Merritt, salt water lake, ocean, refuge, egrets, mallards, coots, grese, swans, pelicans

Working Dogs
Explores working dogs at Simpsons School for Dogs in Danville, Calif., and Blood Hounds Search & Rescue. A visit to Santa Rafael’s Guide Dogs for the Blind.

Extra Tags: dog training, assistance dogs, working dogs, search & rescue, guide dogs